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CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY CLEMSON ENJOYS
PLANS ANNODNGED
BRIEF HOLIDAY
TO STUDENT BODY
OF THANKSGIVING
Clemson Holiday Season to Be- Most Cadets Go to Greenville
gin December 23, Ending
While a Few Get Short
January 4th
Visit Home
Christmas holidays will
begin
10:00 A. M., Wednesday December
23, and extend through Mond.vy,
January 4, 1926, .according to an
order issued by Colonel O. R. Cole
Monday.
The general order reads as follows: Leave of absence is hereby
granted the Corps of Cadets from
10:00 A. M., Dec. 23rd, 1925, to
10:30 P. M., January 4th, 192G:
there will be no Chapel exercises on
Dec. 23rd; the regular scheduled
nine o'clock class for that date will
he held at 8:00 A. M. and the ten
o'clock class will be held at nine A.
M.
This announcement comes as a
great relief to many anxious students, who have been waiting in
suspense for the glad news. From
present indications it appears that
practically every member
of the
corps will go home, and the majority have
already made their
plans. There are a few who, on account of the distance of their homes
from Clemson, will remain at college. Arrangements will be made
for them.

GROSS-COUNTRY
TEAM WINS OVER
FURMAN HARRIERS
Newman Cops First in Turkey
Day Race Staged in
Greenville

e

The Tiger Harriers finished their
season last Thursday by winning
from Furman by a perfect score.
Every one of the Tigers came in
ahead of the Hurricane cross-country runners. Newman finished first
and was followed immediately by.
Captain Jordan, Cannon, Haskell,
Buie, and MeLeod. All these men
crossed the tape abreast behind
Newman. None of the runners
seemed to be tired In the least.
Newman finished the last hundred
yards in a sprint.
They ran the race during the
halves of the
Clemson-Furman
game. The course over which they
ran was three miles long and included some ground which was difficult to run on. Newman covered
the distance in 14 minutes and 40
seconds. The other men were only
a few seconds behind him.
The Furman runners ran a good
race but did not seem to be in condition.
The Tigers split even this season.
Winning two and losing two. They
lost \to The University of Georgia
and Georgia Tech., and won from
Wofford and Furman.
—R. H. M.
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Thanksgiving with its
turkey,
mythical pumpkin pie, and customary football is a thing of the past
and, although the skies wept its
passing, many Clemson College cadets are glad it's gone.
Of course Thanksgiving was welcome—very welcome indeed,
but
with Turkey Day disposed of, Christmas is the next stop on the cadet
calendar; and Christmas time is the
king of all times—'all aboard for
Christmas.
The majority of the corps journeyed to Greenville Thanksgiving
for the Clemson-Furman game.
Some few, however, who lived in
the upper part of the state, made a
brave attempt to pay a brief visit
home and get back again within the
small time allotted.
Those boys
from Oconee, Pickens,
Anderson,
and Greenville counties were both
able to go home and to the game,
leaving the college after scheduled
classes Wednesday.
Although the elements and most
of the people of South Carolina
were rooting for the Tigers, the Purple Hurricane blew too strong on
Manly Field that day, and nothing
could prevent Furman's winning.
At the bginning ol the third
quarter, after the Hurricane had
blown across the goal line for the
third time, the elements sensed defeat and immediately the skies began pouring forth tears in profusion to the utter disgust and discomfort of more than 5,000 spectatators.
Following the game the business
section of Greenville,
especially
hotel lobbies and restaurants, were
thronged with wet and hungry but
not downhearted cadets all anxious
to dry off and fill up.
The 10 o' clock special bearing
the corps back to Calhoun left with
four dark coaches and five illuminated ones.
The corps arrived at
Calhoun shortly before midnight and
trekked across the red hills to the
college where warm
rooms and
beckoning beds awaited to welcome
the weary travellers back
home
again.

CLEMSON STUDENTS
FEASTJN TURKEY

NOTICE
Personality Contest
The joke department of The
Tiger is starting to begin to get
ready to have a personality contest. Anybody is allowed to vote
but only Cadets are eligible for
nomination. Fill out the questionable in the joke column of
tills issue and hand in to Fred
lieitzsey, "iShine" Milling or
"Jake" Cromer at once.

FOOTBALL PROGRAM
FOR NEXT SEASON
ALMOSTJOMPLETE
Tigers to Meet N. C. State on
Riggs Field Next Fall.
Clemson's 1926 football schedule
has been arranged and is practically
the same as this year's except that
the Tigers do not play the University
of Kentucky next year but have a
game with North Carolina State
booked to fill the vacancy. Also a
game with E'rskine will probably be
added to the list.
The initial contest of the season
will be with P. C. to be played -i
Riggs Field. There will probably
be three games at home and possibly a fourth if Erskine should be
scheduled. It is not certain that
the Citadel will play at Clemson,
but games with P. C. and N. C.
State are closed finally. Clemson
will play Auburn, Carolina, the University of Florida, Furiman,
and
probably Wofford on foreign territory. The annual classic with Carolina and the Turkey Day game with
Furman will remain the same as this
year.
This is a well balanced schedule
and offers a variety of opponents.
There are games booked with three
strng out-of-date teams and five
with South Carolina teams. The Tigers have a lively bunch to contend
with next season, but with a bunch
of fighting Tigers on the team, the
Clemson grid record should improve.
The bill of fare for 1926 is as follows:
Sept. 25. Presbyterian College at
Clemson.
Oct. 2. Auburn at Auburn.
Oct. 9. N. C. State at Clemson.
Oct. 21. U. of S. C. at Columbia.
Oct. 29. Wofford at Spartanburg
(tentative).
Nov. 6. Florida at Gainsville, Fla.
Nov. 13. Citadel at Clemson (tentative.)
Nov. 25. Furman at Greenville.
May play Erskine here September
18, thoughTot closed finally.

Thanksgiving Dinner Served in
G. W. C. Seniors to Give
Mess Hall Friday Night
Booth Tarkington Play

Clemson's mess department served its Thanksgiving dinner in the
mess hall Friday night since practically all of the cadets were away
froim
*«e college on
Thursday.
Headed b., the official meat of the
season, turkeyV^he menu included
a list of dishes l »t made a feast
such as is enjoyed oi 'v a few times
Jesse—"How
much are you during the year.
Everything from the proverbial
worth?"
James—"One thousand dollars in soup to the proverbial nuts (and
both soup and nuts were there in
New Mexico."
abundance) was on hand for tne
Jesse—"How's that?"
James—"That's what the Sheriff banquet. As the cadets entered the
(Continued on page 2)
offers for my return."

The Senior Class of Greenville
Woman's College will present Booth
Tarkington's play, "Seventeen," in
the G. W. C. auditorium Saturday
night, December 5.
A reception
will be given at the college just after the play.
Any Clemson men who can be in
Greenville Saturday night are urged
not to miss this play. They are
also cordially invited to the reception after the performance.

FURMAN DEFEATS CLEMSON 26 - 0 IN
ANNUAL THANKSIVING DAY BATTLE
BASKETEERS START
ACTIVE WORK FOR
NEW CAGE SEASON
"Tink" Gillam Directs Work
as Winter Season
Approaches
Basketball practice is now in full
swing with a large number of candidates out for the team. Monday
thirty-six men reported for practice,
and went through a workout consisting of passing and running but
mostly of throwing for the basket
from various positions of the court.
Moderately long shots and close
running shots from either side of
the basket were practiced extensively, and many of the boys showed
ability to score shots easily. From
the looks of their goal-throwing
now, it is evident that some scoring
will be
done
if the players
can maneuver into position to try
shots.
Although the workouts as yet are
light there are excellent as windbuilders and for putting the fellows
in condition.
Coach "Tink" Gillam was on deck to supervise practice and to offer suggestions. He \
made a few corrections
in the
throwing of the ball and suggested
some methods that would greatly
improve the handling of the ball
and make shots more effective.
Among those who are out for
practice are Palmer, Newman, Roy,
Greene, Marshal, Brock, Ben Martin,
Midkiff, Chandler, Atkinson, Mitchell, Austin, McGlone, Jones, Martin,
Allison, Glaze, Adams, Pruitt, Batson,
Hendee,
Lineberger,
Day,
White, Salley, Dowling,
Beason,
Bailey, Ritchie, Trmimenman, Daniels
and others, and more of last year's
men are expected out soon. "Woots"
Klugh, a fast man of last season
who is now suffering from a bad
ankle expects to be able to report
for practice soon.
While as yet no shining lights
are visible, the makings of several
stars are evident, and we hope to
see some brilliant work soon when
more of the scientific angle of the
sport is presented.
Since the conference schedule is
not yet completed, it is not possible
to publish the Tigers' entire bill of
fare, but we hono *-- %->ve the details in full soon. As yet, only a
few games have been booked and
negotiations are being made for
several more state games.
MOTHER, GOOSE TO DATE:—
Jack and Jill
Sped up a hill
A curve up there was sharp,
The car upset,
Jack's rolling yet;
Jill's playing on a harp.
First Hunter—"I saw about fifty
rabbits dead on the hill awhile ago."
Second
Hunter—"Who
killed
them?"
First Hunter—"The boll weevils
ran them to death trying to get the
cotton out of their tails."

"She's a decided blond."
"The cross-eyed man may be
"Yes; I was with her when she
straight, but he never looks that
decided."
way."

Hurricane Scores Four Touchdowns—Clemson Strong in
Second Quarter
Furman defeated Clemson by the
score of 2 6 to 0 in the annual Turkey Day Classic in Greenville last
Thursday.
The skies were murky and a cold
drizzle lasted throughout the game,
but to the Clemson supporters the
disagreeable weather was a minor
part of the displeasure suffered during the affair. About five thousand
fans endured the miserable weather
to see the two teams of Purple
battle—and a good battle they saw.
Furman held the edge from the
first whistle to the last. The Tiger
fought bravely and
unceasingly,
but were outclassed in every department of the game by the Purple
Hurricane.
Many of the Tiger men were
playing their last for Clemson and
did everything in their power to
turn the tide, but it seemed impossible.
The Furman
offense,
built around Whitey Rawl
and
Laney, was irresistible. They seemed to have the unusual talent of going just the amount of ground just
at the time they needed it.
Rawl was the outstanding individual star of the game. His excellent line plunging and broken field
running directly or indirectly led to
each of the four touchdowns. In
fact, it was he who carried the
ball across for each of the four
touchdowns.
Laney proved himself a wonderful line plunger. He often tore
through guard and off tackle for
five and six yards
at a clip.
However, these two were little above their cohorts in ability. Fate
merely tendered them a more con_
spicious role to play.
The Furman line was alert and aggressive
and paved the way to many gains.
Tigers Play Hard
The Tiger team, man for man,
played good football and fought to
the bitter end. They seemed unable
though to cope with the potential
drive of the Hornets at any time
except during the second quarter.
In this period they halted the Purple Hurricane and themselves put
up a strong drive. Starting .with a
beautiful pass from
Martin to
Eskew for 31 yards, this play looked like a touchdown for the Tigers
until Rawl downed Eskew by a
beautiful tackle.
Clemson failed to show the punch
at the line they needed—so Klugh
was called upon to drop-kick. The
ball fell many yards short of the
goal posts, Rawl receiving it on his
nine-yard line. This ended Clemson's one and only threat.
Eskew and Martin played good
ball for Clemson in the backfield,
while Bowles, Roy, Finklea, and
Cuttino played their usual good
games in the line. Roy made the
most beautiful defensive play of
the afternoon when he tore through
the Furman line and interference
and threw McGee for a five yard
loss.
Furman's first score came soon
after the first kick-off. Clemson received and after several line plays
punted.
Rawl returned the punt
twenty-five yards. By line plunges
and triple-pass enr runs, the Purple Hurricane carried the ball to the
goal line where Rawl carried it
over.
Pipkins kicked goal.
The
(Continued on page 6)
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December 18 Date for Next
Cadet Hop—Will Precede
Holidays

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

It has been definitely decided by
the Sophomore Dancing Club that
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
it will give the Sophomore Dance
Advertising rates on request
on the evening of December 18, the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, Friday immediately preceding the
Christmas holidays. All the cadets
South Carolina.
will be ready for another good
_ Editor-in-Chief
Clemson dance before the holidays
W. W. BRYAN .
Business Manager
so this will be an ideal time for it.
J. B. CAUGHMAN
This will be the first dance to
Associate Editors
be staged by the '28 boys, as they
D. H. R™
were Freshmen last year and did
Athletic Bditora
w. aBROWN
not belong to a dance club. In spite
R. H. MITCHELL
Associate Athletic Editor
of this, everyone expects the dance
J. A. WARREN
—
— Social Editor
to be a success as the sophs have
J. H. BAKER
Club News Editor
selected sove very competent men
H. L. BALDWIN
— Y. M. C. A. Editor
to their offices. The officers of the
F. B. LEITZSEY
— Joke Editor
club are: Charlie Green, president;
Bob Pickens, vice-president; Bob
L. E. CROMER I
Associate Joke Editors
J. A. MILLNG 1
White, secretary and terasurer.
The orchestra for this dance has
J. KERSHAW I
Staff Reporters
no>t been selected, but Charlie has
G. E. METZ
\ ■:
""
been in touch with a number of the
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
best in the south and it will be
R. H. GARRISON {
Circulation Managers
chosen from among these. Those
G. H. BRODIE
cadets who expect to attend should
get in touch with that girl and tell

CLEMSON STUDENTS
FEAST ON TURKEY
(Continued from page 1)
mess hall, the tables were heaped
high with fruit, nuts, and other delicacies.
Then the waiters brough on King
Gobbler, with all the appurtenances
which go with His Highness on the
holiday table. Rice and gravy, dressing, cranberry sauce, sweet potatoes, rolls, and other delicious dishes
formed the main dinner course
which followed the soup.
Ice cream was the desert, followed
by raisins, grapes, apples, oranges,
and cigarettes. Nothing was omitted.
All the cadet corps naturally was
on hand, while in the lower end of
the mess hall, the local chapter of
the alumni association enjoyed the
dinner also, while
holding
its
monthly meeting.
Mr. J. D. Harcombe, the college
mess officer, and all his force of assistants left no stone unturned, or
no dish uncooked, to make the Turkey Day dinner complete. They deserve congratulations and thanks
for its success.

RIFLE TEAM FIRES
MATCH THIS WEEK

This week finds competition for
the rifle team on tv'
up with
elimination trials and one match
to be fired before Saturday. Members of the team will fire in a match
with New York University
this
week.
The matches are worked on a
telegraphic plan. Each team fires
on its own range under the careful supervision of army officers stationed with the R. O. T. C. units,
and the results are exchanged by
wire.
As yet the members of the Clemson team have not been named from
the thirty or more contenders. The
method to be followed will permit
any high-shot man not on the team
to displace a member when his record earns him such a place, thus
giving the fifteen best shots in the
corps the chance to shoot
in all
matches.
Matches already arranged
are
with New York University, Michiher to be ready for the big day. gan State, University of Delaware,
Remember—December
18th.—the University of Cincinnatti, and OklaSophomore Dance. Make plans to homa A. & M.
be there.

EDITORIAL

»

The Tiger undoubtedly defeated the Turkey when Thanksgiving dinner was served in the mess hall Friday night. Mr. J.
D. Harcombe and his force served a repast that could hardly
have been improved, and the boys certainly did it justice.
CURTAIN
Thanksgiving Day's game with Furman brought the 1925
football season to a close for Clemson. The brightest optimist
could not say that the season was a success, though it had its
high lights in the midst of continued defeat.
It is not for Clemson to mope now and complain of the season
that is history. It should rather be for the Tiger clan to get
down to hard work and see that it does not happen the same
way next year.
Every football team expects poor years; the same bunch cannot always be champions where the competition is at all keen.
But Clemson has been down on the bottom for tWo seasons now.
The Purple and Gold must wipe out that losing complex.
What needs to be done, we don't know; but Clemson must get
the losing idea out of its head. If every man in Tigertown will
get imbued with the idea that Clemson is going to win, and go
out and work his head off to make Clemson win, the situation
will be helped.
The bright spot this season has been the undying devotion of
the cadet corps to the Tiger cause. The students have backed
their team, though defeat continued to loom against the sky.
Every game has seen a large or a small band of cadets, the size
of the group depending on the; place of the game, yelling their
heads off for that Tiger football team. Every opponent and
every non-partisan observer, not to mention every Clemson
alumnus and friend, has remarked, the unprecedented loyalty
of the Tiger student body at every contest Clemson has played
in this state.
Only last week, after the Turkey Day game, The Furman
Hornet said the following:
"A word of praise must be spoken'for the Cadets. They yelled for a losing team with vim and vigor. When the last spark
of even a hope for victory died out they continued to back their
team."
That word is from an opponent. It goes to show the manner
of support the Clemson student body has given its team from
beginning to end.
The high light of the season was the Citadel game when
Clemson won its only victory of the year. It was time for celebrating, and the City by the Sea, home-town of Citadel though
it was, helped the Tiger celebrate.
Each player on the Clemson squad gave his all, unstintingly,
in the face of every discouragement. They all deserve worlds
of praise for the manner in which they stuck to their guns.
The freshman team had a good season, although it lost the
first two games. Three victories by the frosh helped to; brighten an otherwise dull fall, while the cross-country team turned
in victories over Wofford and Furman.
Basketball is here now. May "Tink" Gillam and his basketeers turn the tide from defeat to victory.

All the brawn of all the workers of the world would fail to supply the power
needed for our construction and production requirements. Modern civilization
fa based on cheap power readily applied to tasks of all kinds.

Machinery works: Man thinks
According to college tests, man develops one-eighth
horsepower for short periods and one-twentieth in
steady work. As a craftsman—a worker who uses
brains—he is well worth his daily wage. But as a
common laborer, matching brawn against motorized power, he is an expensive luxury.

In most long-established
industries the General
Electric Company has
brought about important
changes making for better
products with minimum
human labor arrd expense.
And in many new industries the G-E engineers
have played a prominent
part from the very beginning.
A new series of G-E advertisements showing what
electricity is doing in
many fields will be sent
on request. Ask for Eooklet GEK-1.

With a fifty-horsepower motor, for instance, one
man can do the work of 400 common laborers. He
is paid far more for his brains than his brawn.
The great need of this and future generations is
for men who can plan and direct. There is ample
motorized machinery for all requirements of production and construction. But motorized machinery,
no matter how ingenious, can never plan for
/*
itself.
And that is precisely where the college man comes
in. Highly trained brains are needed more and
more to think, plan, and direct tasks for the
never-ending application of brawn-saving electricity.
32-2DH

GENERAL' ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCHENECTADY,

NEW

YORK
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GROUCH LECTURES
ON WAR CAMPAIGNS

PAOB
Music Circle to Give Movie,
"Light of the Eastern Star"

THREE

both afternoon and night performances.
The proceeds from this show will
be used for the advancement of
music at Clemson, and all cadets
are urged to attend one of the performances, thereby aiding the Music
Circle in its work, and at the same
time enjoying a specially fine program.

A benefit picture
show, ''The
Light of the Eastern Star," will be
sponsored by the Music Circle on
Presbyterian Minister Tells of Tuesday, December 8, in the Y. M.
C. A. auditorium.
World War in Palestine
The story from which this photoWith Allenby
play is made is a most appealing
romance, with scenes laid in the
Latest song hit: ''When Banana
West. Very beautiful musical proA lecture on the Holy Land cam. grams, specially arranged by the Peels Start Blooming I'll Come Slidpaigns of the World War, illustrat- Music Circle, will be rendered at ing Home to You".—Ex.
ed by lantern slide views, was given
by the Rev. Sydney J. L. Crouch in
chapel last Friday morning during
WrtflA/2<3
the regular drill hour. Col. O. R.
Cole arranged for this extraordinary
lecture in view of its military im"Waiter, this steak is terribly portance, but it had many interesttough."
BALLOT
ing features besides the military
'*Sir, we are not responsible for view point.
the morals of our food."
Personality Contest
These .pictures showed scenes of
the Palestine Expedition of the
Biggest Bum
British army, illustrating the camSIGHT
Laziest
paigns of Generals Allenby and MurCraziest
ray, with whose frees Mr. Crouch
The night wind sighs
Most Military
was in Y. M. C. A. work. The obIn
the
cypress
trees,
Biggest Eater
_
ject of this expedition was to drive
The
grey
moss
sways
Agents for GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL
Worst Sheik
the Turks out of the Holy Land,
in the swaying breeze.
Biggest "Bull Artist"
"Nothing
but the best"
Greenville, S. C.
and
so
the
forces
were
divided
into
The dark wave laps
Best Looking
two detachments, one under General
On
the
sloping
beach,
Ugliest
Murray and the other under General
And a new moon floats
Allenby, with orders to split the
Just out of my reach.
Turkish Empire into two parts, beThe night was made
"No, Tillie, a peppermint is not
ginning at the Suez Canal and crossFor a lover's dream,
a place whre they coin pepper."
ing the Sinai Desert. Murray- was
For 'maidens' sighs
told to defend Egypt on the eastern
And
a
youth's
bold
schemes;
Hobo: Dis must be a collitsh
border by driving the Turks back
But I all disillusioned stand
town; dere ain't a cigar stump on
And watch the water lap the across the desert and by capturing
the street.—Ex.
' Jerusalem.
sand.
But the campaigners were confronted hy many obstacles, such as
Man: Who is that in my chicken
the difficulties of traveling, the
ADVISE ME—
house?
scarcity of water, and the lack of
Boys (from inside): No one, but Dearest Editor:
provisions. It is very interesting to
just us chickens.
I don'it feel just right,
note the unique process which the
I can't sleep at night.
armies used in overcoming the first
Every fact fits some other fact,
My heart doth quake,
hindrance in crossing the desert.
but a lie does not fit anything exMy head doth ache.
Sinking deep int the soft, crystalcept another lie invented to fit it.
I moan and sigh,
like, but heavy sand, the wagons
My throat is dry.
could make very little progress. The
Can't smoke or drink,
The way to keep the sme.ll of
"never-failing Fords" were brought
Grub tastes like ink.
onions off your breath is not to eat
into play and, even though they did
I'm lost in dreams
onions.
make some headway,, travel was still
And weary streams.
slow
However, a novel idea was
My heart has a sad beat,
"I paid the plumber the last inutilized, and roads were hastily conI've got cold feet.
stallment today."
structed by laying "chicken wire
My head is in a whirl.
"Thank goodness! I can at last
take a bath with a clean conscience." Answer—Why don't you marry the in strips over the soft sand, thus
preventing the heavy wheels from
girl?
sinking. And over the desert went
Prof Carpenter—"Are you the
the Fords!
man who cut my hair last time?"
A kiss is such a little thing,
But this kind of road construction
Barber—"I don't think so, sir.
A dash, a flash of joy,
was of no benefit to the railroad,
I've only been here six months."
A brush of lips, of finger tips,
and so the mode of food transportaPray whom dos it annoy?
tion was greatly impeded
The
Husband—Can you tell me of my If osculation is a crime,
cross-ties and rails of the railroads,
wife's whereabouts?
I'd be criminal all the time;
under the weight of the heavy
Butler—Perhaps you will find A dainty Miss, a moment's bliss,
trains, often sank into the
sand
them in the laundry, sir.
Pray what's the harm in just
causing derailment, and sometimes
kiss.—Ex.
the tracks were completely covered
IN THE ARCADE
Whilst the captain was taking kit
by sand dunes. It was impossible
inspection, he noticed Red
Price
to prevent the sinking of the tracks,
"What are you writing?"
had no toothjbrush.
but the sand dunes were checked to
"A joke."
"Where's your tooth brush?" he
a considerable extent by
placing
"Well, give her my regards."
demanded.
Teacher (showing the class a pic- brush and sometimes fences, along
"Here, sir," said Red producing ture of Washington crossing the Del- the w'inc\ward side of the tracks.
a large scrubbing brush.
aware) : "Now, can any little boy Camels were used for transporting
-$H$M$H$N$"$H$t
"You don't mean to tell me you or girl tell me the name of this pic- the food ovr the worst stretches of
can get that thing into your mouth?" ture?"
the desert, which are almost inaccesshouted the captain angrily.
Small voice in the rear: "Sure, sible to trains.
"No, sir," replied Red, without 'Sit down, you're rocking th boat.' "
One of the chief military features
changing his expression. "I take me
of the campaign was the fact that it
teeth out."—Tit-hits
was the only campaign of the World
Just a Slip of a Girl
War in which cavalry took a great
A
banana
peel,
Nola—Do you love me, dear?
part The horsemen made their way
A flash of hose,
Wally—Dearly, sweetheart.
from one oasis to another, much
A little squeal,
Nola—Would you die for me?
like the jumps of a kangaroo.
BLACK and WHITE TOOTH BRUSH
And down she goes.
Wally—Why, no, pet; mine is an
However, the chief feature of the
undying love.
expedition was the unique way in
Regular Price SOc
"What's the matter with your which Jerusalem was captured. InFarmer—Does your
car
take hand?"
stead of marching triumphantly thru
''I was down town getting ciga- the city, destroying its buildings and
much gas?
BLACK and WHITE TOOTH PASTE
Tourist—Does it?
Why every rettes and some big bum stepped on proclaiming himself victor, General
Allenby marched in with bowed
time a cylinder misses I save a half it."
Regular Price 10c
head, acknowledging with humility
of a gallon.—Ex.
Judge—"You say the defendant the sacredness of the ancient city.
Usher—Are you a friend of the turned and whistled to the dog."
What followed?"
groom?
Intelligent Witness—"The dog." "Mouse" Elliott, '19, Is
Madam—Oh, my, no!
I'm the
bride's mother.
Engaged to Miss Willingham
DON'T BUY THOES CHRISTMAS GIFTS UNTIL
Dutchman—"In Holland we have
windmills."
And Dart Raises the Dough
YOU SEE OUR SELECTIONS
American—"In the United States
Son: "Dad, what do they
The many friends of H. M.
we have congressmen."
when they say "College bred'?"
("Mouse") Elliott '19, will be inFather: "Four year loaf."
terested in the following announce''Here lies the body of Mary Smack, ment of his engagement:
She rolled her hose on the street Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Whitfieid, of
PLAIN AS DAY
car track."—The Pointer.
Hawkinsville, Ga.,
A famous trial lawyer explained
announce the engagement of their
his success with juries as follows:
Doctor: "You have acute Tonsildaughter
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN PENS
"I make 'em understand. First I
Frances Willingham
tell 'em what I'm going to tell 'em, itis."
She: "Yes, so many people have
to
then I tell 'em, and then I tell 'em
COLLEGE PENNANTS
Mr. Henry Moroso Elliott
what I told 'em. By that time they admired it."
The wedding to take place in Debelieve it."
cember. Miss Whitfieid is a gradu"Do you love me, darling?"
ate
of Agness
Scott
College.
"Sure I do, Smity."
Frenchman—"Ou, la, la, I enjoy
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
''But my name is not Smity, it's "Mouse" Elliott is a Clemson graze shoe ball game so much!"
duate, class of 1919, is originally
Italian—"You maka me laug^i. Bill."
from Winnsboro, and is now locat"Oh, I keep thinking today
Such a ignorance! Not shoeball3
ed in Cartersville, Georgia.
Monday."
YVVVTYV*VVVV*VTVVTVVVV^9^
feetball."
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HONESTY PAYS

EVEN IN BUSINESS

WALSH ANOREINACH, ROOM 168 BAND HALL

At HOKE SLOAN'S

A NEW LOT OF SWEATERS

CHRISTMAS SELECTION OF NECKWEAR
YELLOW SLICKERS

PECK'S SHOES OF ELEGANCE
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Both for 25 Cents

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
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STATE BOARD GIVES ANNUAL TAKES FORM NEW CHRONICLE IS COMMUNITY GLUB
ISSUED FROM PRESS
GIVESJIRST HOP
GLEMSON MESS HALL AS DECEMBER FIRST
People and Number
BRINGS MATERIAL November Issue of Clemson Campus
EXCELLENT RATING
of Cadets Enjoy Faculty
State
Officials
Compliment White
Gets
Photographs
Mess Department of ColReady and "Taps" Begins
lege in Report
To Go On Press
Reports of the state Board of
Health following examinations made
at Clemson in September and October by Mr. A. E. Legare, Sanitary
Engineer, Dr. J. H. Hayden, Epidemilogist, Dr. William Eggleston,
and Dr. Caulder show that the mess
hall and kitchens at Clemson are
in exceptionally fine conditions. Extracts from this report follows:
"The messhall is ideally conducted and cared for, certainly a model
for any institution."
''The dairy, cow, and hog barns
are in good conditions, attention
to good sanitary conditions being
igven at these places."
"Mess Hall: As has been the custom, has heen this year given an
entire course of white paint and has
had everything done necessary to
keep it up to A-l standard. A very
good improvement in the messhall
has been the cutting down of the
sizes of the tables and a rearrangement of the same, which prevents
a great deal of the crowding at
meal times in the past and m.
creases, I am told, the seating capacity of the students. All of the
old long, cumbersome tables have
been done away with and all tables
in the messhall are now of standard
length, seating only eight students
per table."
"Kitchen, Pantry and Commissary. Everything said in my report
of last year in regard to the conduct of these departments can with
propriety be repeated word for word
this year.
Foodstuffs are of the
very best procurable on the American market and the cooking and
service in the •mess hall are all that
could be expected or desired. The
utmost care and cleanliness are to
be noted at every point, and some
improvements of value over last
year's arrangement are quite noticeable: for instance, a screened electric shaft has been installed by
which means supplies and foodstuffs
are carried from one department to
the other,
thoroughly
protected
from flies and dust. Screen doors
have ben placed on the stairway
leading into the meat room, and a
specially built and screened sausage room has heen
established.
There has also been provided a special poultry room where all poultry
used in the institution is killed,
cleaned and chilled before being
placed in cold storage. New electric
fixtures were also noted and Iraah
paint was in evidence everywhere."
"Bake Shop" is very attractive
and kept in a cleanly manner, the
same excellent sanitary conditions
being noted here as in the '-"
pantry and commissary."
"Meat Room is sanitary and O.
K. in every respect, the same care
and attention given to all meats
and attention being given to all
meats that pass there that has
past number of years."
"The entire culinary depait.'ent
of Clemson College is so efficiently
managed that it would be difficult
to find one more attractive and suggestive of perfect satisfaction to
those who might be most interested
in the products therefrom."

The last bugle call of "Taps"
sounded yesterday, with the arrival
of December 1, the date set by the
staff of Clemson's annual for the
turning in of all material for the
year-book which will be forthcoming from the presses of Jacobs and
Company next May.
Determined that "Taps" for 1926
should not be issued late, as were
the 1924 and 1925 volumes, the
managers and editors of the book
fixed the first day of this month.
December, as the final time for the
acceptance of sponsors' pictures,
club designs, and most other material. The senior biographies were
in the hands of the staff a month
ago.
Most of the photographic work
for the book, done by the White
Studios of New York, will be ready
for the press in the very near future. Some of the prints are already in the hands of the editor,
while the individual prints will be
here soon, proofs having been submitted to all cadets during the last
few days.
Bill Elliott, photo editor of "Taps"
has been busy, assisted by other
members of the staff, seeing that
all proofs of individual photos were
submitted for approval, and that
these same proofs were returned
to the White Studio representative.
All details of that work are practically completed now.
With the arrival of his dead-line
date, December 1, Gilbert Jackson,
business manager of the book, has
been flooded with pictures of sponsors and with large numbers of
beautiful protraits for the beauty
section contest.
Art work, under the able hand

Magazine Presents Attractive Make-up

Carrying on the new high standards which were set by the first
issue of this college session, the
November number of The Chronicle
Clemson's monthly magazine, has
come from the press.
Carrying a sketch of the Engineering Building on the front cover,
and being illustrated with a number of college views, the latest issue of The Chronicle presents a
most attractive appearance.
The contents of this issue are of
a varied nature including "Ranger
Pluck," a story by L. A. Seaborn,
'27; "Music", a poem by G. E. Metz,
'27; a description of the college
power plant in the "Do You Know
Clemson?" department by J. B. McKerley, '26; "The Lowly Scrubs," a
tribute to those hard-working members of the Tiger football squad by
W. C. Brown, '27; "Clemson at the
Fair," an article by W. R. Elliott,
'26; "Here's to Dad," a poem by H.
S. Gault, '28; "The Language of
Music," an essay by H. E. Gaffney,
'26; "At Reveille,' a poem by W. L.
Baker, '27; "Charlie Ross Found,"
a humorous news piece by "Hank"
Acker; news of literary societies
and other student organizations;
"Jonah", a story hy C. M. Reynolds,
'27; and editorials by F. B. Leitzsey,
'26, the editor-in-chief of the magazine.
of Enoch Cudd art editor, is rapidly
taking shape, while the satire, military, and other books are being
planned.
With the excellent prograess that
has been made up to the present
time, G. W. Gignilliat editor-inchief, hopes to have the co.n,t!ete
dummy in the hands of the publish-

Dance
On Friday evening a very delightful dance was given by the Community Dancing Club at the hotel.
This dance was the first of the year
to be given by this club, and turned out to be a great success. It
was danced in the dining room of
the hotel.
The club, through its
president, Prof. John Lane, invited
a number of cadets to the dance,
and the plans are to invite a different group of cadets to each of
the faculty dances.
This was one of the best dances
ever given by the faculty members,
and it is hoped that those of the
future will turn out to be as great
a success as this one was.

WMGLEYS
AFTER
EVERY
MEAL

CAMPUS NOTES
A delightful social event of the
week was the bridge party of seven
tables given by Miss Gladys Norris
on Saturday afternoon at the Clinkscales home, in honor of Miss Mary
B. Robertson a bride-elect of the
campus. The guest prize was a
bottle of exquisite perfume. After
an interesting and much enjoyed
game of cards, Miss Peggy May
rendered a number of delightful
readings while a delicious
salad
course was being served.
Miss Helen Sease and Miss Henrietta Ravenel spent the week end on
the campus at their
respective
homes.
Miss Agness Mansfield and Mr.
Ravenel Mansfield, her brother, both
of iSpartanburg, were the week end
guests of Mrs. Dan Ravenel.
Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Daniel entertained at dinner on Monday night
in honor of Dr. and Mrs. E. W.

affords
benefit as well
as pleasure.
Healthful exercise for the teeth
and a spur to digestion. A long'
lasting refreshment, soothing to
nerves and stomach.
The Great American
Sweetmeat, untouched
by hands, full of .

When the orchestra stops its surge of music—and
the applauding couples begin to leave the floor—when
you join the good fellows for jolly talk and friendship
—have a Camel!
WHEN the orchestra gives you encore after
encore, but finally stops. And the couples glowing with happiness reluctantly leave the floor.
When you join the men for jovial talk until the
next dance begins—have a Camel!
For no friend so enhances the joys of life as
Camel. Camel makes every happy occasion
happier, adds its own charm to every festive
day, every blithesome evening. Camels contain
the very choicest tobaccos grown in all the world.
They never tire your taste, no matter how freely
you smoke them. They're so skilfully blended
they never leave a cigaretty after-taste. Rolled
into Camels is every good feature you have ever
wished for in a cigarette.
So, when you're waiting happily and confidently for your time to rejoin the dance—
taste the smoke that's known and loved by the
world's experienced smokers. No doubt about
it, you'll never know how good a cigarette can
be until you—
Have a Camel!

Engagement of Fortenberry,
'24 Graduate, Is Announced
The engagement of Robert
O.
Fortenberry, '24, was announced by
The Charlotte Observer in the following news story:
Mrs. J. E. White was hostess at
a lovely dance on the roof garden
of the Johnson building Thursday
evening, at which time the eng.u; ?ment of her daughter, Alyce Ruth,
was announced to Mr. Robert O.
Fortenberry, the wedding to take
place in December.
The announcement was made during intermission by little Miss Virginia Corby, of this city.
Little
Miss Corby, in a fairy cotsume of
yellow, gave a solo dance, concluding by reading from a scroll the
news of the engagement.
The ..wedding will take place December 8.

Sikes. Twenty guests enjoyed the
hospitality of the Daniel's.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Bryan, Misses
Louise and Martha Bryan, and W.
Z. Bryan, Jr., of Allendale, spent
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. A.
B. Bryan.

Camels contain the very choicest tobaccos grown in all the world. Camels are
blended by the world's most expert blenders. Nothing is too good for Camels.
In the making of this one brand we concentrate the tobacco knowledge and skill
of the largest organization of tobacco experts in the world. No other cigarette
made is like Camels. They are the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers-

4

Our highest wish, if you do not yet
know Camel quality, is that you try
them. We invite you to compare Camels
with any cigarette made at any price,
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
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Y, M. G. A. NOTES
A STUDENT'S RELATION TO THE
WORLD COURT PROBLEM OP
TODAY
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Here of late much attention has
been focussed on the problem of
securing peace for the nations of
the world on the basis of reason
and moral principle rather than on
the principle of armed force that
has been in operation in the past
and which is still in force in some
of the world's countries today. One
of the most talked of plans for securing this peace is the world court
plan. Students of history are, no
doubt, familiar with the Hague Tribunal, and may think that this is
all that is necessary in the line of
arbitration bodies for the nations
of the world. This, however, is not
true, for the Hague Tribunal is
merely a list of 132 names of men
from all nations, from which list,
in case a dispute arises, an arbitration board of not more than five
members may be chosen to hear and
determine the controversy; whereas
the proposed World Court is
in
function the Supreme Court of the
World, operating through its various machineries much the same as
our own Supreme Court functions
in this country.
The World Court is "composed of
eleven regular Judges and four deputy Judges. Each Judge is elected
for nine years and may be reelect.
ed." The Court shall be composed
of "a body of independent judges,
elected regardless of their nationality from among persons of high
moral character, who possess the
qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment
to the highest judicial offices." It
also provides that no two judges
shall be of the same nationality, and
that the Court as a whole should
represent the main forms of civilization and the principal legal systems of the world.
In giving the jurisdiction of the
Court, I cannot do better than to
quote, "Cases coming before the
Court are of two kinds: Voluntary
and Compulsory.
(a) Voluntary cases are those
which as they arise, the two or
more nations involved agree to submit to the Court.
(<b). Compulsory cases are those
which are brought to the Court, for
adjudication, any and every dispute
concerning the following tour items:
(1) The interpretation of a treaty;
(2) «Any question of international
law;
(3) The existence of any fact
iwhich, if established, would constitute a breach of an international
obligation;
(4) The nature and extent of
the reparation to be made for the
breach of an international obligation."
So, it is plain that the Court is
strictly a judicial body of the highest type, dealing with disputes, and
the prevention of disputes between
the nations of the world.
The question would
naturally
arise as to whether or not the Court
is not an attempt to replace the
League of Nations, and in answer
to this I shall quote from Frederick
J. Libby's pamphlet:
"The question is sometimes asked
whether the World Court is intended to be a substitute for the League
of Nations. No more than the Supreme Court of the United States
is intended to be a substitute for
Congress. The League of Nations
is designed to promote international
cooperation and by methods of conciliation to prevent political
and
economic controversies from developing into wars. The World Court
is designed to deal particularly of
a treaty or of international law or
of facts that may be a breach of international obligation."
This shows most clearly the difference in function of the Court and
the League of Nations. So the two
are not overlapping in their jurisdiction or in their authority over
nations, and there seems to be an actual need for both. Surely there is
great need for some such powerful
machinery to protect and promote
lasting peace t -tween the states of
s
the world.
w
Now, you r
^ist why is a student suppos
*e interested in
such things
^d Court. The

\

answer is quite evident. The college men of <yiay are the leaders
or are to be the leaders of tlie
thought of the world, and surely
the men who are to lead the thought
of the world cannot afford to remain in ignorance of the great problems of the world. ''College men
think too little" is a trite statement
made trite through its much use by
men wh have found occasion to
criticize the colleges of today. Still
it remains a fact that men are drifting through college without ever
giving a serious thought to the great
^problems that face our world of today. So this World Court problem
is one that should occupy the
thoughts of every serious minded
man of today, since it is the greatest problem that faces us now.
Surely there must come a
time
when the nations of the world will
live in peace and harmony, settling
their disputes by referring them to
some agency that uses reason and
moral ethics instead of war and
brute force. If such a time is to
come it will be through the efforts
of trained minds such as college
men are supposed to have. Therefore it is a duty of every student to
learn more of the world problems,
and to think* more of the great issues that face the world of the future.
President Harding, in his address
released August 1, 1923, said: "Personally I should vastly prefer the
policy of submitting all controversies in which we are concerned to
the Court as it stands today as against any other agency of settlement yet devised.
As President,
speaking for the United States, I
am more interested in adherence to
such a tribunal in the best form
attainable than I am concerned in
the triumph of Presidential insistence."
So as a last word let me urge you
men to think more about the World
Court, and read more about it. It
is no less than your duty.
Now as to practical ways in which
this problem can be brought before
the men here at Clemson, I would
like to suggest debating the question in the literary societies. Tnsre
is usually a lack of topics for debating, and surely this will fill the
need since it is both timely and
interesting.
Material can be obtained at the Y. M. C. A. for arguments in such debates. The question is to be taken up by Congress
on December 17, 1925 and disposed
of.

Mary had a little car
She liked it very well
Until she met a freight train
Which knocked it all to pieces!
Some girls go to boarding school,
Some girls go to college;
But the girls that goes with a traveling man
Accumulates more knowledge.
"Ezra, tomorrow is our twentyfifth wedding anniversary; hadn't
we better kill a chicken?"
''Why punish the chicken for what
happened twenty-five years ago?"
She Iis Like That:—
My Bonnie lies over the ocean,
My Bonnie lies over the sea.
I knew she'd lie over the oceanShe was always lying to me.
Mary had a little lamb.
(The plot begins to thicken.)
She sold it to a restaurant
And now they call it chicken.
Prof. Give me a good example of
a coincidence.
Fish—My mother
and
father
were married on the same day.
"Every modern girl should have
a chaperon," says a writer in a
morning paper. We would go further, and recommend three chaperons wroking in eight-hour shifts.—
Punch.
"I just cleaned up thirty thousand
bones on my land."
"Oil?"
"No; graveyard."
Soph—If a burglar should break
into the basement, would the coal
chute!
Frosh—Naw, but the
kindling
wood.
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GIVE
The regular meeting of the Agricultural Engineering Society was
held on last Tuesday evening. Mr.
C. S. Patrick, superintendent of the
college farm, gave a very interesting talk on "Farming and Its Operations."
Another interesting talk was given by Professor J. T. McAlister on .31
"The Values That May Be Derived
From Agricultural Engineering."
Everyone present realized the value
of these talks to him in his future
life.
The laws of the society, which
were drawn up by a special committee, were read and adopted by
the members of the society.
The society extends a cordial invitation to everyone interested to
So
come out and join.
—B. F. L.

CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
All members of the Calhoun Literary Society are urged to be present
at a very important meeting in the
society hall Friday, December
4.
Since this meeting will be the final
before the competition with the other societies begins, it is hoped that
every mejnber will be present.
COLUMBIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
A very interesting and enjoyable
program was rendered at the meeting of the Columbian Literary Society on last Tuesday evening. The
following members took part in the
program: E. Springer, orator; H. D.
Poe and J. I. Rogers, declaimers;
G. W. McCellan and W. P. Timmerman, debaters on the affirmative;
and H. Adams and C. R. Dobson,
debaters on the negative. The subject of the debate was "That Socialism Is the Cure for the Present Industrial Unrest." The many good
points brought out on both sides of
the debate showed that much time
had been devoted to the preparation
of the parts.
The Columbian is progressing in
every way and the members are
striving to make it the best society
at Clemson.
—J. R. C.
Famous Last Words
"I wonder if it's loaded. I'll just
look down the barrel and see."
"Oh, listen!
That is the train
whistle. Step on it and we will get
across first."
"They say these things can't explode, no matter how much you
throw them around."
"I guess this rope will hold your
weight."
''It's no fun swimming around in
here. Let's go out beyond the life
lines."
"These traffic cops can't stop me."
"That firecracker must have gone
out. I'll light it again."
"What's wrong with you? You
lean out."
"It smells like gas but I guess it
is alright. Lend me a match."
"I took some medicine in the dark
and I must have got hold of the
wrong bottle."
"I'm going on the roof to cool
off."
"I'm not afraid to walk on the
track."
"Let's change places, and I'll
paddle."—Fawcett.

LAST

The Christmas spirit finds it's fullest expression

1

in a Gift from Tribble's.
DIAMONDS—WATCHES—JEWELRY
SILVERWARE—CLOCKS
LEATHER GOODS—CHINA & GLASS
POTTERY—NOVELTIES

Im

Don't put off your shopping—-"Time is a Bird that
never Roosts."
Visitors Welcome

15

The Horticultural Society held its
regular meeting on last Tuesday
evening.
Professor A. M. Musser
of the Extension Division gave a
very interesting and instructive talk
on "The Advantages of Using Certified Irish Potato Seed in
South
Carolina," in which he gave the
rules for certification,
compared
the results obtained at the three
experiment stations of this state,
and also noted the difference in the
results of experiments where potatoes from various states were used.
His use of statistics to illustrate
many points of the talk made it the
more interesting. There is no doubt
that everyone present will find the
contents of the talk to be of great
help to him sooner or later.
—E. R. A.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

GIFTS
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TRIBBLE

JEWELER

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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JOHN G, GALHQUN
HOTEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

100 Baths

Excellent Cuisine

GREENVILLE'S
BEST GIFT DEPARTMENT
As the greatest gift season of the year is approaching,
many have begun to think and wonder about this ordinarily perplexing problem. We have assembled from almost all over the world an assortment of gift merchandise
that will quickly solve your thought of what to give.

CHINA from France, Germany, Czecho-Slovakia, Japan, England.
POTTERY from Spain, England and U. S. A.
BRASS GOODS from China.
Then there's SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, CLOCKS,
GLASSWARE, both domestic and from Checo. Slovaky.
CUTTLERY, BRIC-A-BRAC from the best of makers in
this country.
Come here to shop—you'll find it pleasant and profitable.

SULLIVAN-MARKLEY HARDWARE CO
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Rats Enjoyed Good Season

SPORTS

SPORTS

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL HAS SUCCESSFUL
SEASON UNDER COACH CUL RICHARDS
1
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Led by Captain Dean Pearman,
Whelps Win Three Out
of Five Games

Carte
dtt

* Jour

Playing their last game, and that
at home, the Little Tigers gave the
local people a treat by defeating
the Davidson Wildkittens 25 to 7.
They ended the season in glory.
Again the entire team starred. This
was an eleven man game. Pearman
lead th scoring of the day with three
touchdowns to his credit. Davis
made one. To the Rats go another
honor, they were the only Tiger
team to score a victory on Rigg's
Field this sason.
With this good material coming
into the varsity, Clemson should put
out a winnning team next year. To
give the good points of each player would take a volume, but if each
man tries as hard next year as he
has this season, he and Clemson
will reap the rewards,

The Tiger Whelps have just finished one of the most successful footKt "
wiiV
J^i' _.
-ball seasons that the Clemson freshmen have had in several years.
Well, Tigers, it is all over for this season. Last Thursday They won three and lost two games.
some reason they were slow in
marked the close of the 1925 football program. After sixty For
getting started at the first of the
minutes of hard fought scrimmaging in rain, mud and cold, in season.
Great credit should
be given
which the Tiger team fought as doggedly and valiantly as any,
Coach Richards for his untiring efBilly Laval's proteges emerged triumphant, thereby keeping in forts in training this winning team.
their possession for another year the Focus Cup, which is the Since coming to Clemson he has
been putting out teams in football,
privilege of the football champions of Suoth Carolina.
basketball, and baseball which have
been very successful and which have
Many of the Tigers played their last game of football on that represented Clemson well.
The Cubs started their season by
fateful day,—men who will be sorely missed when the roll is journeying over to Athens to play
called next fall. They have played their parts, they have suffer- the University of Georgia. They
fought well but the Bullpups got
ed reverses, but they fought to the last like Tigers, and lost to a the
jump on them, and, before the
stronger team.
Whelps realized what it was all
about, the Georgia Rats had run up
a score of 42 to 0. The freshman
Finklea, Bowles, Walker, Wray, Palmer, Fleming, Hane, played well defensively at intervals.
Fewell, Price, Leitzsey, Bradley, Roy, Klugh, and McGill have Moorer, at tackle made things look
over his part of the line.
discarded their headgears after their last game on the gridiron. dismal
Captain Pearman backed up the
Well have they fought, and though not brilliant stars all, they line in great style.
Not to be discouraged by this
are every one true Tigers. Tigers, Clemson hails you.
overwhelming defeat the Cubs .vent
since a professional angle is devel- down to Carolina to play the young
Bowles played his usual magni- oping it looks as if the sport will Gamecocks. Here fate was against
ficent game against the Purple Hur- continue through the winter. "Red" the Cubs and they lost their second
ricane. Captain Finklea also play- Grange, Illinois star is creating quite game of the season. After the
ed a great game, but no brilliant a sensation in professional circles, Whelps had out-played the Biddies
plays were forthcoming owing to and it seems that with a profes- for three quarters, and with the
the
Biddies
the bad weather and the alertness sional career ahead of him he will score standing 6.6,
of the Furman players.
Cuttino parallel some nationally
famous blocked a punt which later amounted to
a touchdown. This punt,
and Fewell held their own well at baseball players.
blocked in the last five minutes of
the end positions, while the entire
play, gave the Carolina freshmen the
team fought untiringly throughout FURMAN DEFEATS CLEMSON
IN THANKSGIVING GAME game 13 to 6. In this game, G.
the game.
Davis, playing tackle, and being on
the alert, rushed through the line
(Continued from page 1)
Cubs Successful
scooped up a bad pass from center
The Cubs have made a record for second counter was due entirely to and carried the ball over the goal
themselves.
After dropping their Mr. Rawl. After Laney had brought line for a touchdown.
McMillan
first two games to the Georgia and back a Clemson punt for twenty ran his team in great style during
the Carolina Freshmen they grab- yards, Rawl went off tackle and this game. He made some very
bed three straight from the young through the entire Tiger team for nice runs for neat gains. Moorer
Presbyterians, the Terrier Pups, and fifty-two yards and a touchdown. again manifested hfs ability as. a
the Wildkittens, defeating them all One of the most beautiful runs competent tackle.
by comfortable margins. This is the made in South Carolina football
Tide Turns
best record for the Rats in several this season.
Determined to win a victory and
The third touchdown came in the
years and they deserve much praise.
third quarter.
Harrel intercepted turn the tide that was against athleThere are some brilliant players a Clemson pass on his own 35-yard tics a Clemson, the Cubs set out to
amongst that bunch of young Tigers line. After several gains through invadfe the domain of the P. C. Bluethat will make wonderful additions the line, Harrell received a pass for stockings at Clinton. For the first
to the Varsity squad next year. Imes, thirty yards. On a triple pass Rawl time this year a football game was
Captain Dean Pearman, McMillan, carried the ball over. The fourth won by a Tiger team. To the Cubs
Hall and others have played ut- score came late in the game. Fur- this honor is given. They did turn
standing football the entire season, man started a drive that ended the tide for they won all of the reshould make the Varsity next year. when Laney passed the ball to Rawl maining games on their schedule.
over the goal line for the final The tide was turned for the varsity
The cross-country team has also touchdown. The game ended here as well and on the following Saturwon fame this season. The fir it —Clemson 0; Furman 26; thus giv_ day Clemson won from the Citadel.
two of four meets they lost to the ing Furman the State Champion- The Cubs' victory seemed to have
rejuvenated the cross country team
University of Georgia and Georgia ship.
which also won all the other meets
Score by periods:
Tech., but made up for them by
0 0 0 0— 0 on its schedule.
winning over Wofford and Furman, Clemson
Their victory over the Bluestock13 0 7 6—26
making perfect scores in each meet. Furman
Furman
scoring;
Touchdowns, ings was due to the magnificent
Rawl (4) Points for try after'touch- team work which was shown thru.
Basketeers At Work
Every afternoon basketball prac- downs, Pipkins 2 (placement kicks) out the game. Every man was on
Clemson substitutions: Hare for his toes in this game. The Rats
tice sees a number of men who,
only a few days ago, were to be Fewell; Klugh for Littlejohn; Wray made their first touchdown by (.layseen booting the pigskin or making for Hare; Hendee for Klugh; Mc- ing straight football and by rushing
the Bluesox off their feet. The game
tackles on Riggs Field. Almost be- Gill for Martin.
Furman substitutions: McGee for was really won toy blocking a punt
fore the sound of the last whistle
had died away, marking the close Harrell. Harrell for McGee, McGee in the last few minutes of plav.
Pressly, playing center for the Cubs
of the football season, seven men for Rawl.
Officials: Referee, Foster (Hamp- ■broke through the line and blocked
who had done remarkable work
Umpire,
Hartsell the kick. It fell in the arms of the
with the Tiger eleven changed from den-Sidney);
(North
Carolina
State),
and
lines- fleet-footed Hoke who rushed forty
padded uniforms and cleated shoes
yards for, a touchdown. Every one
to gym togs to pursue fame la an- man, Osborne (Carolina).
of the Cubs played jam-up football
Time of periods, 15 minutes.
other branch of sport. Such actions
in this game but the work of Capcharacterize the true athlete and Clemson (0) Pos. Furman (26) tain Pearman, Moorer, Hoke, McMilTilghman
LE
Fewell
sportsman,—not satisfied with havSmith lan, and Pressly was outsanding.
LT
ing fought for their Alma Mater on Finklea
Orr The Whelps well deserve their 12 to
LG
the gridiron, or over a nerve-rack- Hane
Thomas 7 victory.
C
ing hill on a cross-country stretch, Bowles
Second Victory
Blackwell
RG
they have adopted the narr r.ver Harvey
Fresh from their victory over the
Brown
RT
Roy
limits of the basketball court as Cuttino
McElveen P. C. freshmen, the young Tigers
RE
Basketball promises to be a very Littlejohn
Rawl went to Spartanburg to meet the
QB
popular sport at Clemson this win- Martin
Harrell Wofford Terrier Pups. Again they
LH
' ter. A good deal of interest is be- E'skew
Laney were victorious. Their superiority
RH
ing shown in it, and the prospects Walker
Pipkins was shown throughout the entire
FB
for a fast, winning team look good.
game. Imes, Wilder, and Davis
Although the schedule is not yet "Leave me alone," I sadly sigh,
simply ripped the Wofford line to
complete, a menu of lively cage
As I bow my head and heave a pieces. The Terriers could do nothgames is promsed.
ing wih the Tiger line. It was as
groan;
I'm broke, I am, and that is why strong as a stone wall. McMillan
Heretofore the football
season
Yon hear me say, "leave me a again ran the team with wonderful
has ended at Thanksgiving, but
generalship.
loan."

Yes, the ordinary
pen has greater
value conversationally— usually good
for a half-hour's
cursing any time.
Don't throw it away
— but the Parker
point is — have a
Duof old on hand to
write with.

"Eat plenty of Ice Cream
As often as possible.
It makes you feel strong and able
To both work and play better."

GREENVILLE ICE CREAM COMPANY
GREENVILLE, S. C.

WHEN YOU COME TO GREENVILLE TO BUY
THAT SUIT OF CLOTHES FOR CHRISTMAS
make it your business to stop in

TRIVERS

CLOTHING

STORE

and see our complete line of
jWe have every style on the market.
We also carry a choice line of OVERCOATS.
Suits and overcoats are priced alike at only:—
Suits

$25.00

$35.00

and

$45.00

Overcoats $25.00

$35.00

and

$45.00

TELL THE TRIVERS MAN YOU ARE FROM
CLEMSON and it will afford you special attention
and you will also HELP a cadet.

TRIVERS

CLOTHING

STORE

23 South Main St.
GREENVILLE,

FREE

SOUTH

CAROLINA

THE TIGER PRESSING CLDB

FREE

AND

SHOE SHOP
7

or Up-to-Date Shoe Rebuilding and Clothes Pressing
Call

and

C. TAYLOR
WATCH FOR DOLLM MY SOOtt
SAVE THIS ADD
One pair of trousers will be pressed FREE with
each pair of shoes that we half-sole. Bring this ad
with you.
jf \
Y O

